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Explanations concerning Draft Amendment ÖNORM EN ISO 11746/A1
The present Draft European Standard EN ISO 11746:2012/prA1:2016-12 has been submitted to CEN members for voting. In case of a positive result of the voting as required by CEN/CENELEC regulations, this
Amendment will be incorporated in EN ISO 11746:2012.
With the exception of the Amendment included in the present Draft, the content of the basic document
EN ISO 11746:2012 remains unchanged.
Interested parties can acquire the above mentioned basic document from Austrian Standards Institute and/or
consult it free of charge.
Like all member organizations of CEN, Austrian Standards Institute is basically obliged to implement European Standards in Austria and to withdraw conflicting standards.
Austrian Standards Institute herewith submits this Draft Amendment of a European Standard as Draft
ÖNORM to public enquiry and information.

Comments on this Draft
Please find below some practical instructions intended to offer you and the responsible committee assistance
for the processing of comments and proposals for modification:
Form

Structure

Please use a new line for each comment. This facilitates the attribution
of the comments received to the different clauses and chapters of the respective Draft.

Language

Please formulate technical comments on European Standards if possible in English, since English is the common working language of
the most European standardizing bodies.
Editorial and/or linguistic proposals for change/improvement of German versions of European Standards shall (certainly) be submitted in
German.

Script/Format

Dispatch
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Aspects concerning patent law
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For your comments/proposals for change, please use the relevant form
available from Internet. Download under
http://www.austrian-standards.at/comments/
or use the Draft Standard Portal
http://www.austrian-standards.at/standards-draft-portal/

Please use the script „Arial“ with 9 pt font size.
Please do not change the formats.
Please send your comments by E-Mail to the responsible Committee
Manager (a.redelsteiner@austrian-standards.at)
The recipients of this Draft ÖNORM are requested to add information on
any patent rights known to their comments and to provide supporting
documentation, if available.
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THIS DOCUMENT IS A DRAFT CIRCULATED
FOR COMMENT AND APPROVAL. IT IS
THEREFORE SUBJECT TO CHANGE AND MAY
NOT BE REFERRED TO AS AN INTERNATIONAL
STANDARD UNTIL PUBLISHED AS SUCH.
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Foreword
ISO (the International Organization for Standardization) is a worldwide federation of national standards
bodies (ISO member bodies). The work of preparing International Standards is normally carried out
through ISO technical committees. Each member body interested in a subject for which a technical
committee has been established has the right to be represented on that committee. International
organizations, governmental and non-governmental, in liaison with ISO, also take part in the work.
ISO collaborates closely with the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) on all matters of
electrotechnical standardization.
The procedures used to develop this document and those intended for its further maintenance are
described in the ISO/IEC Directives, Part 1. In particular the different approval criteria needed for the
different types of ISO documents should be noted. This document was drafted in accordance with the
editorial rules of the ISO/IEC Directives, Part 2 (see www.iso.org/directives).

Attention is drawn to the possibility that some of the elements of this document may be the subject of
patent rights. ISO shall not be held responsible for identifying any or all such patent rights. Details of
any patent rights identified during the development of the document will be in the Introduction and/or
on the ISO list of patent declarations received (see www.iso.org/patents).
Any trade name used in this document is information given for the convenience of users and does not
constitute an endorsement.

For an explanation on the meaning of ISO specific terms and expressions related to conformity assessment,
as well as information about ISO’s adherence to the World Trade Organization (WTO) principles in the
Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT) see the following URL: www.iso.org/iso/foreword.html.
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The committee responsible for this document is Technical Committee ISO/TC 34, Food products,
Subcommittee SC 4, Cereals and pulses..
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